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Adaptability to the changes in the environment and
the robot body itself fundamentally depends on the
robot body representation, which is usually given by
the designer and therefore fixed in many cases. In or-
der for the robot to adapt its body representation to the
changes, the robot should have acquired its own body
representation by itself. Although it is a formidable
problem for robots, biological agents seem to acquire
their body representation, calledbody schemeor body
image [1], without any difficulty. Therefore, a con-
structive approach by building a real robot which imi-
tates the cognitive developmental processes of biologi-
cal agents seems a promising way to design intelligent
robots which acquire its body representation.

How to find out the body representation in the recep-
tive field without any interpretation by the designer is
one of the most fundamental problems of acquiring the
body scheme. Previous methods were based on cor-
relation between optic flow and its motor commands
[2, 3]. However, instant correlation does not seem to
represent the robot body because these methods could
not discriminate the robot body and static environment
without a prior knowledge about its DOFs. We suggest
that the body can be defined by the invariance in the
multi-modal sensory data caused by the fact that the
sensors are embedded in the rigid robot body while the
motion plays a roll of leading experiences to perceive
the invariance. Although Yoshikawa et al. proposed a
cross modal map which learns to represent the invari-
ance [4], they assumed that the visual patterns were
segmented by the designer.

In this paper, we begin with the problem how to
find the body surface in the vision. When the robot
body is captured in its view, a kind of relation between
the vision and the proprioception is invariant with the
environmental changes since the body structure usu-
ally does not change in a certain period. On the other
hand, when the captured areas are not the robot body,
the relations between them depend on the environmen-
tal changes. Therefore, the robot can find its body by

judging whether the multi-modal relation is invariant
or not. In order for a robot to learn the invariance, we
introduce a cross modal map which consists of a fully-
connected network of the sensor nodes with a Hebbian
based learning rule and implement it to a robot with the
stereo cameras and the arms (Fig. 1(a)). After learn-
ing process, the robot acquired a body representation in
the cross modal map (Fig. 1(b)) by which it can judge
whether the fixating area is its body or not.
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Figure 1: An egocentric view of the robot (a) and acquired
body representation in a cross modal map.
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